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ABSTRACT 
We consider a category whose objects consist of a module together with a finite 
family of submodules, thus extending the scope of elementary divisor theory. The 
rings considered are module-finite algebras over a commutative Noetherian ring of 
Krull dimension 1, and the property we focus on is direct-summand cancellation, 
extending results of D. Zelinsky. 
INTRODUCTION 
NOTATION 0.1. Throughout this paper 52 denotes a module-finite alge- 
bra over a commutative Noetherian ring R of Krull dimension 1. We do not 
suppose that R c Cl. We define an n-submodule system F of S1-modules to 
be a left a-module F (always finitely generated, unless the contrary is 
stated) together with a finite, indexed set of submodules F,, . .., F,, of the 
underlying module F of F. 
The notation 9(n, Cl) denotes the category whose objects are n-submod- 
ule systems of left R-modules. A morphism cp : F + G in 9(n, fi) is defined 
to be an R-module homomorphism cp : F + G such that cp(F,) G Gi for every 
i. We define the direct sum P-e.3 of two n-submodule systems by 
(~69~)~ = F,@G,. 
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The genus genF of F E Y(n,fl> is the collection of all G E &n,fiR) 
such that, for all maximal ideals m of R, we have G, z F, as n-submodule 
systems of Cl,,,-modules. 
Finally, we call F an n-submodule filtration if we have 
F~F,~“‘zF,,. (0.1.1) 
The notation F(n,fi) denotes the category of n-submodule filtrations of 
&modules, a subcategory of 9(n, Cn>. 
REMARK 0.2. Elementary divisor theory studies the category F(l, a) = 
._+‘(I 0) when s1 is a principal-ideal domain. If fl has at least two maximal 
ideals fip z Rq, then the Krull-Schmidt theorem does not hold in F(l, CR). 
For example, 
because the diagonal matrices diag(p, 4) and diag(pq, 1) are equivalent. 
However, it is easily seen that direct-sum cancellation holds in +%l, a), and 
every genus in F(l,R) consists of a single isomorphism class. 
The situation changes radically in Y(2,Z). A genus can contain more 
than one isomorphism class, as shown by D. Zelinsky [14]. We show that 
direct-sum cancellation fails in F(2,Z). We therefore study a more subtle 
form of cancellation. We say that cancellation holds in genF if 
G@H=G’@H * G=G’ when G,G’,H E genF. (0.2.2) 
This is the same type of cancellation that is studied in integral-representation 
theory and in K-theory, when G, G’, H are projective modules (0-submodule 
filtrations) in the genus of a ring s1; and results of the form (0.2.2) are often 
called “stability theorems.” 
Our first main result shows that cancellation holds in every genus of 
9(n,Z)-in fact, in every genus of F(n,R), where fi is any commutative 
noetherian ring of dimension < 1 without nilpotent elements (and in a 
number of noncommutative situations, as well). In view of the generality of 
this, I was surprised to discover that this cancellation fails when F(n, Z) is 
replaced by S( n, if’). In fact, cancellation fails in suitable genera in S(5, ;2), 
as we show by using a theorem of S. Brenner on wild representation type, 
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together with an example of R. Swan on failure of cancellation for lattices 
over orders in totally definite quaternion algebras. 
The preceding results form the core of Section 2: Non-semilocal R. 
NOTATION 0.3. One additional bit of notation will retain its significance 
throughout this paper. Q denotes the finite set of minimal ( = height-01 
prime ideals of R, and R, denotes the localization 
Ro={~/~lr,d~R,dER-U{PEQ)}= @ R,. (0.3.1) 
PsQ 
This is an artinian ring, since it is Noetherian and all of its prime ideals are 
maximal. 
When R is an integral domain, R, is the field of quotients of R. In our 
more general setting, the canonical map R + R, can be nonzero. But for our 
purposes R, is more useful than the total quotient ring of R, because R, is 
artinian while still having the same minimal-prime-ideal structure as R. 
Since RQ is an artinian ring, so is R,. Essentially all of our proofs use 
this fact. 
Section 1, “Submodule Systems as Modules, Local Cancellation,” shows 
that the categories /(n,fi) and F(n,s1) can be regarded as categories of 
modules over the lambda-shaped matrix ring used by Brenner and Butler, 
and over another ring used by Zelinsky. This makes it possible to translate 
theorems about 9(n,R) and F(n,fl) to theorems about modules over 
these auxiliary rings. An immediate consequence is that direct-sum cancella- 
tion holds in 9(n, ti) whenever R is semilocal. We make use of this in 
proving the non-semilocal cancellation results in Section 2. 
One additional tool is important in applying the results of Section 1 to the 
non-semilocal case. Several theorems exist in integral representation theory 
that are helpful in dealing with problems involving direct summands and 
local-versus-global properties of modules (e.g. Jacobinski’s and Roiter’s di- 
rect-summand theorems, and Jacobinski’s cancellation theorem). These theo- 
rems are not directly applicable here, because the auxiliary rings of Brenner, 
Butler, and Zelinsky have nilpotent ideals and their semiprime homomorphic 
images need not be contained in maximal orders. These restrictions have 
recently been removed, in [9], and the resulting generalizations are used in 
Section 2. 
To further display the analogy between integral representation theory 
and submodule systems, we show that the isomorphism classes in each genus 
of F(n, Z) can be organized into a genus class group. It is easily shown that 
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NOTATION 1.1. In order to state the basic properties of the categories 
9(n, 0) and F(n, a) in an easily applied fashion, we introduce Brenner 
and Butler’s notation 
A =L+dfl> (1.1.1) 
for the A-shaped ring of (n + 1) X (n + 1) matrices over KI with zeros 
everywhere except on the main diagonal and top row. For every F E S( n, R), 
we define an associated left A-module M(F) as follows. As an a-module, let 
M(F) = FcB 6 Fj. (1.1.2) 
i=l 
Make M(F) into a left A-module as follows: (1) let each matrix unit eii 
(2 < i < n + 1) map Fi_ 1 to F via the inclusion map; (2) let each diagonal 
matrix unit eij (1~ i < n + 1) act as the identity on F,_ 1 (here F,, means F); 
and (3) set eij F,_ 1 = 0 when j f k. 
As observed in [3, 121, the additive functor M( . * * ) is a category 
equivalence between 9(n, KI) and the category consisting of those left 
A-modules Y such that each multiplication map eri : eiiY -+ e,,Y is one-to-one. 
The ring A can also be used to yield properties of the filtration category 
9(n, 0). Note that the image of F(n, R) under the functor M(. * . ) is the 
collection of all A-modules Y in MC&n, R)) such that eriY 2 er(,+r)Y for 
1<i<n. 
We use one more module-theoretic description of F(n,fi>, a slight 
variation of D. Zelinsky’s description in [14]. Let 
follows: 
0 be the ring defined-as 
0 = O,+,(R) = n[X], where x n+1_ - 0, (1.1.3) 
and where x commutes with the elements of Sz. For F E s(n,fi), define 
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the associated left O-module @M(F) to be formal a-direct sum 
@M(F) = x”FW-‘F,@ . . . @F,,. (1.1.4) 
This is a O-module, since x”+’ = 0; and we can recover the isomorphism 
class of the filtration F from the isomorphism class of the O-module @M(F) 
by noting that 
x”F=kerr, xnFl =x kerx”, x”F 2 = x2 ker x3 )... . (1.1.5) 
The additive functor OM( * * * > is not a category equivalence between 
F(n, fi) and its image under OM( . * 3 ). However, F z G in F(n, fl) if and 
only if @M(F) P @M(G) as O- mo u es, d 1 as one can see from (1.1.5). 
THEOREM 1.2 (Semilocal cancellation theorem). Suppose F @ H G G @ H 
with F, G, H E S( n, Cl), and suppose R is a semilocal ring. Then F z G. 
Proof. After applying the category equivalence M( . . . ) in (1.1.2) we 
can suppose that F, G, H are A-modules. Since R is a module-finite algebra 
over the semilocal ring R, so is A. Therefore direct-sum cancellation holds 
for finitely generated A-modules [5,2.5; or lo]. n 
2. NON-SEMILOCAL R 
TIIEOREM 2.1. Direct-sum cancellation holds in every genus in 9(n, CI> 
for every n, if R is commutative and has no nilpotent elements. 
Proof. Let 0 be Zelinsky’s ring, as in (1.1.3). The functor OM( . . . ) 
enables us to work with O-modules instead of submodule filtrations. In fact, 
we prove that cancellation holds in every genus of O-modules. 
Let A = au, with Q as in Notation 0.3. The fact that flu is artinian and 
has no nilpotent elements implies that A is a direct product of finitely many 
fields. Therefore 0, z A[ t]/( t n+l) is a direct product of rings of the 
form F[t]/(t”+‘) h w ere each F is a field. It follows from this that every 
@o-module is a direct sum of cyclic modules. Therefore the endomorphism 
ring of every indecomposable @o-module is commutative. 
Let E(Y) denote the endomorphism ring of a module Y. The Drozd 
cancellation theorem [9, 5.91 states: Let fl be as in Notation 0.1, and let M 
be an S1-module with the following property. For every indecomposable 
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fly-module Y (necessarily of finite length) that occurs exactly once as a 
direct summand of M,, the division Ro-algebra E(Y)/rad E(Y) is commu- 
tative. Then cancellation holds in gen M. 
Thus the Drozd cancellation theorem, applied to 0 in place of 0, 
completes the proof of our theorem. W 
There is a more general version of Theorem 2.1 that holds for F(n, R) 
where R is the integral group ring ZG of most finite groups G. The notion 
of a universully stabilizing division algebra is defined in [9, 5.61. We will not 
repeat this complicated definition here, except to say that every division 
Ry-algebra satisfying the Eichler condition (when R, is a global field) is 
universally stabilizing; and every commutative Ro-division algebra is univer- 
sally stabilizing. 
THEOREM 2.2. Suppose that fl, is u semisimple urtiniun ring, and that 
every division RO-algebra in the Wedderburn decomposition of fI, is univer- 
sally stabilizing. Then direct-sum cancellation holds in every genus in 
FCn, Cl>. 
Proof. The proof consists of a few conceptually simple (but technically 
messy) modifications of the proof of Theorem 2.1. Let 0 be Zelinsky’s ring 
and A = a,, as before. Then we still have that 0, z A[t]/(t”+‘), where t 
is an indeterminate that commutes with the elements of A. Since we are 
assuming that A is a direct product of full matrix algebras over division 
algebras, 0 is a product of full matrix algebras over rings of the form 
F[t]/(t”+‘), h w ere F ranges through the division algebras of A. 
Note that each one-sided ideal of the ring F,,+ 1 = F[ t]/( t”+ ‘> is two- 
sided and is generated by a power of t. Therefore, for every cyclic left 
F )I + ,-module Y, we have E(Y)/rad E(Y) E F as an Ro-division algebra. 
Since every indecomposable left F[t]-module is cyclic [ll, p. 441, we 
conclude that E(Y)/rad E(Y) E F for every indecomposable F,,+ ,-module 
Y. Therefore, by Morita equivalence, every indecomposable left O-module Y 
has the property that E(Y )/rad E(Y) E F. Recall that, by hypothesis, F is 
universally stabilizing. 
The Drozd cancellation theorem quoted in the previous theorem is a 
special case of a stronger cancellation theorem [9, 5.71 that states: Let fi be 
as in Notation 0.1, and let M be an R-module with the following property: 
for every indecomposable Ro-module Y (necessarily of finite length) that 
occurs exactly once as a direct summand of My, the division Ry-algebra 
E(Y)/rad E(Y) is universally stabilizing. Then cancellation holds in gen M. 
This cancellation theorem, applied to 0 in place of R, completes the 
proof, as before. n 
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In view of the generality of the preceding theorem, I was surprised to 
discover that the situation is quite different for submodule systems that are 
not filtrations. 
THEOREM 2.3 
6) Direct-sum cancellation holds in every genus in 9( n, a> for n < 4, if 
s1 is commutative and has no nilpotent elements. 
(ii) Cancellation fails in some genus in 9( n, Z) whenever n > 5. 
ProoJ: We begin by proving (ii) for n = 5. This implies such failure for 
every n > 5, by taking F, = FS for every i 2 5. 
Let A = A,(Z), as defined in (l.l.l), and let A = R,(Q). S. Brcnner has 
shown [l, Theorem 21 that every finite-dimensional Q-algebra can occur as 
the endomorphism ring E(V) of some element V of 9(5, Q). 
Let H be a division Q-algebra such that, for some maximal Z-order A in 
H, direct-sum cancellation fails for finitely generated projective left A-mod- 
ules in the genus of A. Such an H (a totally definite quaternion algebra) has 
been described by Swan [13]. By Brenner’s theorem we have II g E(V), as 
Q-algebras, for some V E /(5, Q). Moreover, E(V) = E(M(V)), where M(V) 
is the left A,(Q)-module associated with V, because M( . . ) is a category 
equivalence. 
For each i let Fi be the Z-submodule of V, generated by some set of 
Q-generators of Vi. (Here we consider F,, and V,, to be F and V respec- 
tively.) Since V contains every Vi, we can do this in such a way that F 
contains every Fj. Then each Kl Fi = Vi. This defines an element F E .8(5,Z> 
whose associated A,@)-module M(F) satisfies aM( = M(V). We claim 
that cancellation fails in the genus of F. It suffices to show that cancellation 
fails in the genus of M(F); and to do this it suffices to show that cancellation 
fails for left E = E(M(F))- mo u es m gen E. This last sufficiency is a general d 1 
property of module-finite R-algebras. See [9, (1.4.1)]. 
Since E is a Z-order in QE = E(M(V)) E H, it is contained in a maximal 
Z-order A’ in H. By a theorem of Frohlich (see the paragraph before [9, 
Lemma 5.4]), failure of cancellation in the genus of some maximal order A’ 
containing E implies similar failure for E. But since all maximal L-orders in 
any simple Q-algebra are Morita equivalent to each other [15, 21.71, Swan’s 
failure of cancellation in gen A completes the proof of (ii). 
To prove (i), let A be as in (1.1.1) with n < 4. It suffices to prove that 
cancellation holds in every genus of A-modules. Let A = R,, with Q as in 
Notation 0.3, so A, = A,,, ,(A). By the Drozd cancellation theorem quoted 
in the proof of Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that the endomorphism ring 
of every indecomposable A n + ,(A)-module is commutative when n < 4. 
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Since R has no nilpotent elements, A is a direct product of fields. 
Therefore we can suppose that A is a field. The list of indecomposable 
A,, + ,(A)-modules and their endomorphism rings (when A is a field) is given 
in [2, Section 51. Our proof is completed by noting that all these rings are 
commutative. n 
Zelinsky showed [14, p. 372, paragraph 21 that genera in F(2, Z) can 
contain more than one isomorphism class, unlike the situation in F(l,Z) 
studied in elementary divisor theory. He also showed, in a letter to the 
author, that the Krull-Schmidt theorem does not hold in F(2,Z), even when 
the terms of the direct sums are restricted to lie in a single genus. To see 
how this fits into our general framework, let R be as in Notation 0.1. 
THEOREM 2.4. LRt F,G E 9(n, CL) he such that G E gen F but G s F. 
Then G@G E F@ H for some H E genF. (Thus the KruZZ-Schmidt theorem 
fails in any genus containing more than one isomorphism class.) The theorem 
remains true if 9Xn, fl) is replaced by An, 0). 
Proof. Let A be as in (1.1.1). Let G = M(G) and F = M(F). Then 
G E gen F as left A-modules, and G g F, since M(. . . ) is a category 
equivalence. Since A is a module-finite R-algebra, the variation of Serre’s 
direct-summand theorem proved in [S, I.21 states that every module in 
gen F” is isomorphic to F CB H for some Ei E gen F. Thus G@ G G F @ H for 
some H E gen F. 
It now suffices to show that H = M(H) for some H E F(n,fl> or 
9(n, Cl), depending upon which half of the theorem we are proving. We 
first show that, in either case, we have H = M(H) with H E 9(n, Q). 
To do this it suffices to show that each multiplication map eli : e,, H + e,, H 
is one-to-one. Since G@G g F@ H, these properties hold for F@ H and 
therefore for H. Thus our proof is complete for 9(n, 0). 
To complete the proof for F(n, a> we must show that the submodule 
system H just constructed is a filtration. This is true because H is locally 
isomorphic to F, and is therefore locally a filtration. n 
Next we examine the number and structure of the collection of isomor- 
phism classes in a genus in Y(n, Z). Zelinsky’s example [14, p. 372, 
paragraph 21 yields an element F of F(2,Z) whose genus contains at least 
two isomorphism classes. A trivial modification (replace “8” by a large power 
of 2) yields genera containing unboundedly many isomorphism classes, all 
with F = 2’. Thus there is no “Jordan Zassenhaus theorem” for our theory. 
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To make the comparison between genera in F(n,z) and the analogous 
situation for lattices over Z-orders more complete, we calculate the genus 
class groups of a slight generalization of Zelinsky’s example, showing that 
these groups can have unbounded exponents, not just unbounded orders. 
For F E 9(n, m) we define the genus cZass group C@‘(F) to be the 
collection of isomorphism classes [H] with H E genF, with addition defined 
by [8]=[G]+[H] if and only if F@SEG@H. 
The existence of S follows by a minor modification of the proof of the 
existence of H in the proof of Theorem 2.4. The uniqueness of S up to 
isomorphism follows from our cancellation Theorem 2.1. The fact that this 
addition yields a group then follows immediately from the corresponding fact 
for A-modules, where A is as in (l.l.l), because A is a module-finite algebra 
over a commutative noetherian ring of Krull dimension < 1 [8, 1.31. 
Before proceeding to the next theorem, we note that the statement that 
an element G of genF has order cl in 9(F) is equivalent to the assertion that 
G” g F”, but this isomorphism is false for smaller exponents. Here G” 
denotes the direct product of d copies of the system G. 
T~IEOREM 2.5 
(i) Eoery genus class group 9(F) in .F(n,Z) is finite. 
(ii) For every positine integer s 2 2 there exists F E F(2, Z) such that 
F E Z” und 9(F) z (Z/Zs>* /{ k l}. (Here * denotes “group of units of.“) 
Proof. Let A be as in (1.1.1). For (i) it suffices to show that every genus 
of A-modules contains only finitely many isomorphism classes, and this holds 
because A is a module-finite Z-algebra [6, Theorem A]. 
To prove (ii) let s be given. Let F be the following element of F(2,L) 
(when s = 8, this becomes an alternative description of Zelinsky’s Example 
2.2): 
F = Z” 2 F, = {( a,sb)~~Xs~~u=b (mod s)}xF,=sZXO. (2.5.1) 
Let E = E(F), which equals E(M(F)), w h ere M(F) is a module over the ring 
A in (1.1.1) [not over the ring 01. The reason for working with A is that 
MC . . . ) is a category equivalence between F(2, Z) and its image in the 
category of A-modules. Moreover, the image of the genus of F is the genus 
of M(F). Therefore &a(F) = &M(F)). 
Let M = M(F). Note that &(M) z 9(E) via the functor hom(M, . . . ), 
since this functor provides a category equivalence between the category 
div M (of direct summands of the modules M”, e = 1,2,. . . ) and the category 
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div E of finitely generated projective left E-modules. See the discussion of 
this functor in [8, 1.11. 
Let E = E /nilrad E. We have 9(E) E d’( 3) via the correspondence 
Y - P/(nilrad E)P, since nilrad E islnilpotent. See the proof of [6, 3.31. 
Thus it now suffices toshow that 9(E) z (Z/Z’s)*/{ f l}. 
We will show that E is the pullback of the Cartesian square 
E -‘Z 
I 1 where z = Z/sU. (2.5.2) ” 
Z-Z 
Since E is commutative, <g(E) is the Picard group Pit E. The Mayer- 
Vietoris sequence for the square (2.5.2) yields an exact sequence [4, 49.281 
z* xz* 5-,* ~PicE*(PicZ)X(PicH)={O}. (2.5.3) 
Since the units of z that can be lifted to a unit of Z are + 1, (2.5.3) shows 
that Pit E E Z*/( f 11, as desired. 
To see that E is given by (2.5.2), take cp E E. By (2.5.1) cp equals left 
multiplication by a 2 ~2 integral matrix, which we also call cp. Since 
cp(F,)~ F,, we see that (p2r = 0. Therefore there is a natural ring homomor- 
phism of E into Z x Z given by cp - (‘prr, qozz), and its kernel is the nilradical 
of E. So the remaining nontrivial step is to show that cpr, = (pzz (mod s). 
Note that (1, s) E F,. Since cp(F,) c F,, we get cp(l, s) = (‘p,r + 
scp,,, s’pz2) E F,, and the desired congruence follows. n 
As mentioned in the introduction to this paper, our interest in cancella- 
tion in each individual genus of Y(n, Z) is due to the fact that cancellation 
need not hold in the whole category F(n, Z). We are finally in a position to 
establish that cancellation fails in Y(n,L>. As in our previous proofs, the 
proof hinges on our ability to do “integral representation theory” despite the 
presence of nilpotent ideals in the ring A. 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Direct-sum cancellation fails in F(2,Z). 
Proof. Let F be the element of Y(2,Z) in (2.5.1), with s chosen so that 
the genus of F contains a filtration F’ e F. Define another filtration G E 
Y(2, Z) by changing F as follows. Let G, = Z X SE, but G = F and G, = F,. 
By repeating the proof of Theorem 2.5, but with G in place of F, we replace 
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the description (2.5.2) of E(F) by th e simpler statement that E(G) = Z X Z. 
We conclude that genG consists of only one isomorphism class. It now 
suffices to show that F @G E F’@ G, which we do by adapting the proof of 
[7, 6.51. 
As usual, let F, F’,G be the A-modules F = M(F), etc., where A is as in 
(1.1.1). It suffices to show that 
F@G = F’@G. (2.6.1) 
We claim that F’ I F@G (F’ is isomorphic to a direct summand of F@G). 
The generalization of Roiter’s direct-summand theorem given in [9, 6.21 
states: Suppose that F, F’,G are Q-modules, with Cl as in Notation 0.1. 
Suppose also that (F’),,, I F,,, for every maximal ideal m of R, and that every 
indecomposable direct summand of ( F’jY is isomorphic to an indecompos- 
able direct summand of G, (Q as in Notation 0.3). Then F’ I F@G. 
Note that FCj E (F’)Y z G,, because tensoring with the rational numbers 
converts the pullback in (2.5.1) into a direct sum. So FCl z ( F’jY E Go; hence 
Roiter’s theorem yields F’ I (F 6~ G), as claimed. (Note that the version of 
Serre’s theorem quoted in the proof of Theorem 2.4 is not strong enough to 
yield this conclusion.) 
Say F@G s F’@G’. By Theorem 1.2, applied after localiz&ion at maxi- 
mal ideals of R, we have G’ E gen G. Since gen G consists of only one 
isomorphism class, we have now proved (2.6.1). n 
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